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" Labor History

By Ron Verzuh
A hundred years ago in 1919, the labor movement made history
with the Seattle General Strike. Then the Winnipeg General Strike
rocked the West with a 36-day struggle marked by violent clashes.
Workers in the Paciﬁc Northwest supported the strikers, and some
launched sympathy strikes.
The general strikes created labor heroes, along with a few labor
martyrs, and they inspired new generations of workers to join
unions. Labor educators turn to historical events like the strikes to
teach union members that they have inherited hard-won rights.
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When I was 18 years old, I joined my ﬁrst union. I worked in a large
smelter where the pay was good and I didn’t think much about
unions. Then I learned about the general strikes and other events
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in labor history from my union steward.
He taught me about our long and sometimes radical history of
winning and defending workers rights. He made it a living lesson,
showing how we make our own history every day. He taught me
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that safer workplaces, better labor laws, ﬁghting discrimination,
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and demanding respect and dignity for everyone were victories
recorded in the annals of labor history.
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Learning about the 1919 strikes was my ﬁrst lesson in that history,
and it inspired me. It was a lesson I never forgot. Now 100 years
after those strikes, I celebrate labor history, but I wonder who is
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there with me.
Recently I was shocked to hear some university professors say,
“Students won’t sign up for a course called ‘Labor History.’” So the
professors buried it in business courses, if they include it at all.
When mass media outlets replaced the old “labor beat” with the
more business-oriented “workplace reporter” they buried the daily
record of workers’ struggles.
In today’s high schools, workplace issues are not part of the
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curriculum. Labor history? Not even a mention. Too often young
people hear unions called dinosaurs standing in the way of
progress. Some social media insist that unions have “outlived their
usefulness.”
I fear that young people will fail to question the anti-labor rhetoric
ﬂowing from Fox News and other conservative propaganda outlets.
I also fear that they will reject labor history, perhaps seeing it as a
plot to hoodwink them into believing unions are good.
In fact, as labor history shows, unions are good. “In Oregon,” notes
a recent article in the Northwest Labor Press, “having a union at
work means an extra $4,701 a year, and better beneﬁts.” That
means a richer economy all around.
When teachers struck in West Virginia in 2018, the strikers invoked
local labor history to inspire workers to hold the line to victory.
Labor history helped get them get a better deal.
In 2019 let’s remember the 1919 general strikes as part of the
ongoing struggle against regressive social and political forces. Let’s
encourage young people to learn from that 100-year history.
Ron Verzuh is a Canadian historian and trade unionist currently
living in Oregon. He is a past vice-president of the PNLHA.
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